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Abstract

In this work we propose a hybrid device based on a long Josephson junction (JJ) coupled
inductively to an external ferromagnetic (FM) layer. The long JJ in a zero-ﬁeld operation mode
induces a localized AC magnetic ﬁeld in the FM layer and enables a synchronized magnetostatic
standing wave. The magnetostatic wave induces additional dissipation for soliton propagation in
the junction and also enables a phase locking (resonant soliton synchronization) at a frequency of
natural ferromagnetic resonance. The later manifests itself as an additional constant voltage step
on the current–voltage characteristics at the corresponding voltage. The proposed device allows
to study magnetization dynamics of individual micro-scaled FM samples using just DC
technique, and also it provides additional phase locking frequency in the junction, determined
exclusively by characteristics of the ferromagnet.
Keywords: long Josephson junction, ferromagnetic resonance, Josephson soliton
synchronization
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction

the Josephson critical current Ic. Over the last decade there
has been a boost of various applications of lumped JJs,
including their implementation in SQUIDs [1–3], ultra-fast
superconducting electronics [4–9], hybrid Josephson magnetic devices [10–15], superconducting meta-materials [16–19]
and quantum bits [20].
A separate class of superconducting devices is based on
so-called one-dimensional long Josephson tunnel junctions
(LJJ) that are large in one dimension with respect to lJ ,
whereas the width is small compared to lJ . Practical interest
in LJJs is attributed to ﬂuxon propagation at applied magnetic
ﬁeld or ﬂuxon (soliton) dynamics at zero ﬁeld, and to
corresponding nonlinear/resonant phenomena of the ﬂuxon

Josephson tunnel junctions, voltage-tunable oscillators with
the Josephson voltage–frequency relation, are employed
extensively as the basic element in superconducting classical
and quantum electronics. The most widely used are so-called
lumped Josephson junctions (JJs). Dimensions of lumped JJs
are negligible compared to the Josephson penetration depth
lJ , that allows the consideration of properties of JJs with
the integral rather than the local characteristics, including
the Josephson phase difference j or its derivative jx , and
9
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motion, which can not be depicted with the integral characteristics. The ﬂux-ﬂow (FF) [21–23] operation mode of the
LJJ was explored decades ago [24] as a simple mechanism of
multi-ﬂuxon propagation in a long one-dimensional JJ. The
FF mode is observed at sufﬁciently high applied magnetic
ﬁeld and can be described brieﬂy as a unidirectional viscous
ﬂow of ﬂuxons, created at one end of the junction and
annihilated at the other. The JJ operated in the FF mode has
attracted considerable attention in view of its applications,
e.g., as a local oscillator for integrated submillimeter-wave
receivers [25, 26] or nonreciprocal transmitters [27].
Another interesting operation mode of the LJJ appears at
zero or small magnetic ﬁelds, when the resonant propagation
of ﬂuxons as solitons can be observed. The soliton is a 2p
kink in the phase difference j across the insulating barrier,
which contains the magnetic ﬂux quantum F0 . Moving with a
velocity v̄ along the junction, the soliton is accompanied by a
voltage pulse which can be detected at either boundary of the
junction, as well as by a magnetic ﬂux pulse. The DC manifestation of the motion is a sequence of equidistantly spaced
branches in the current–voltage (I–V ) characteristic of the
junction. These near-constant voltage branches are known as
zero-ﬁeld steps [28–32] (ZFSs) because they occur in the
absence of external magnetic ﬁeld.
The ZFSs appear at voltages given by V = N F0 c¯ L ,
where N is a number of solitons, c̄ = lJ wJ is the limiting
soliton velocity in the junction (i.e. the Swihart velocity), wJ
is the Josephson plasma frequency, and L is the length of the
junction. The soliton arriving at the junction boundary
undergoes reﬂection into the anti-soliton, which is then driven
back into the junction by the bias current. On the ﬁrst ZFS
(N = 1) a single soliton oscillates back and forth along the
straight junction with a velocity v¯  c¯ , hence producing a
periodic voltage-pulse train of frequency v̄ L and AC
magnetic ﬁeld-pulse train of frequency fJ = v¯ 2L 
fZFS = c¯ 2L . On the Nth ZFS the motion of N solitons is
involved and N pulses are produced within one period 1 fJ .
Importantly, the LJJ in a dynamic mode can couple
effectively to the external environment. The coupling is
reﬂected by the corresponding features on I–V characteristics.
Resonant coupling effects are referred commonly as phaselocking or soliton synchronization. Coupling of ﬂuxons to the
external microwave ﬁeld results in Shapiro-like steps on I–V
characteristics at the corresponding voltage in both zero-ﬁeld
[33–36] and FF operation modes [27]. Intrinsic phase locking
between coupled LJJs also takes place in both the FF mode
[37, 38] and the ZFS mode [39, 40], and is induced by
inductive coupling of vortex currents circulating in the shared
superconducting electrode layer. The most important for this
work is a responsiveness of soliton dynamics in the LJJ to
nonuniform external magnetic ﬁeld, which was studied
employing circular LJJs. Uniform DC magnetic ﬁeld enables
pinning of a soliton in circular LJJ [41–43], while RF
magnetic ﬁeld forces soliton synchronization [44, 45]. The
most spectacular is synchronization of the soliton in circular
LJJ with external rotating magnetic ﬁeld [46]. Therefore, once
the external nonuniform magnetic ﬁeld appears, the corresponding response on ZFS I–V characteristic is expected.

In this work, we explore the following hybrid device
based on a LJJ coupled to a ferromagnetic (FM) layer. We
consider a straight LJJ in the ZFS operation mode. A shuttling
soliton generates a small AC magnetic ﬁeld of frequency fJ in
the middle of the LJJ. The AC soliton ﬁeld can be absorbed
by the FM layer placed in close proximity to the LJJ, inducing
a spatially nonuniform precession of its magnetization,
according to Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert dynamics. The nonuniform precession enables a corresponding spatially nonuniform periodic magneto-static ﬁeld in the LJJ and should
affect the dynamics of the soliton. This effect should be
notable on I–V characteristics. If fJ matches the ferromagnetic
resonance (FMR) frequency ( fFMR), a step-like feature is
expected on the ZFS I–V characteristics, manifesting synchronization of ﬂuxon motion in the LJJ with the FM. Since
the ZFS Josephson frequency fJ ~ 1 L , it can be simply
adjusted to fFMR varying the length of the device.
Magnetization precession and its resonance (i.e. FMR)
are fundamental phenomena of a FM material. FMR at zero
magnetic ﬁeld is referred commonly as natural FMR. The
frequency of the natural FMR is justiﬁed by the saturation
magnetization and effective magnetic anisotropy of extrinsic
(shape anisotropy) or intrinsic (magneto-crystalline anisotropy) origin, according to the Kittel formulas [47, 48]. One
may note that natural fFMR of conventional FM materials
does not exceed several GHz. At the same time, Swihart
velocity of a typical high-quality superconductor-insulatorsuperconductor (SIS) junctions is c̄ ~ 106 - 107 m s–1
providing a limiting fJ frequency in the range of
(0.1 - 1) ´ 103 GHz for a length of several tens of μm [49–
55]. Such frequency mismatch makes synchronization of
SIS LJJ with a conventional FM unfeasible. Nevertheless,
several classes of FMc materials exist with exceptional
magnetic anisotropy and corresponding high natural fFMR.
On the other hand, in general, the Swihart velocity in SIS
can also be reduced by appropriate selection of the tunnel
barrier (its thickness and permittivity), as well as by
employing superconducting electrodes with larger London
penetration depth. In this work, we consider the hybrid
device aiming realistic FM and SIS properties.
This work is organized as follows. In section 2 we
describe the proposed hybrid device and provide its detailed
self-consistent numerical model. In section 3.1 we discuss the
synchronization of the soliton motion in high quality Nb/
AlOx/Nb LJJ to magnetization dynamics in FePt FM layer
with strong out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy. In section 3.2
we demonstrate the synchronization of the soliton motion in
MgB2/AlN/NbN LJJ with low Swihart velocity to magnetization dynamics in CoFeB FM layer with high in-plane
magnetic anisotropy. The work is summarized in section 4.

2. Description of the hybrid device
Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the proposed hybrid
device of the length L. Two superconducting electrodes (S)
are separated by the insulating (I) tunnel barrier of the width
W (shown in black) and the FM layer of the same width
2
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C = e0 e tox is the speciﬁc capacitance of the junction due to
the overlap of two superconducting electrodes, gJ = IB Ic =
JB Jc is the normalized bias current uniformly distributed
along the LJJ (i.e. a uniform bias feed is considered). Since
we consider the zero ﬁeld mode, the only source of external
magnetic ﬁeld in LJJ is the y-component of magnetostatic
ﬁeld H ext = HyF induced by nonuniform magnetization of
FM. The external magnetic ﬁeld enters the LJJ via boundary
conditions in equation (2) as well as via ﬁeld derivative hx in
equation (1). Validity of equation (1) for description of the
long JJ in nonuniform magnetic ﬁeld was shown experimentally [27, 37, 38, 42, 43, 46, 59]. Soliton currents in LJJ
electrodes produce the external magnetic ﬁeld in FM HJ =
lJ Jc (bjxt + jx ) dJ dF .
Dynamics of magnetic moment in the FM layer can be
described effectively using micromagnetic simulations.
Micromagnetic simulation [60] is based on numerical solution
of the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation for local unit mac

rospin vectors m = m (x, y) placed in local reduced effective
magnetic ﬁelds h eff = h eff (x, y):



dm



= m ´ h eff + aF m ´ m ´ h eff ,
(3 )
dt

Figure 1. A schematic illustration of the hybrid device. Ferromag-

netic layer (shown in orange) is placed in close proximity to the
insulating Josephson tunnel layer (shown in black). Black solid
curve denotes the magnetic ﬂux produced by the soliton (i.e. a phase
gradient jx ). Orange arrows denote local magnetization orientation

(m ) appeared due to engagement with AC magnetic ﬁeld of soliton.
m and jx are coupled inductively. The case when magnetization is
saturated along out-of-plane (z) easy magnetization axis is
illustrated.

(shown in orange). The I layer and the FM layer can be
fabricated in contact. The magnetization of the FM sample is
saturated along the easy magnetization axis aligned either inplane, in x-direction, or out-of-plane, in z-direction. The
device with the out-of-plane easy magnetization axis of the
FM layer is depicted in ﬁgure 1. Since the FM layer has large
thickness dF, superconducting current ﬂows through the SIS
junction only (i.e. no proximity effect through the FM exists).
However, S electrodes provide screening for both the magnetic ﬁeld produced by the soliton as well as for FM magnetostatic ﬁeld. Therefore, within the proposed design the entire
magnetic ﬂux produced by the soliton will penetrate the FM,
while y-component of magnetostatic ﬁeld of the FM penetrates the SIS. Unwanted out-of-plane magnetostatic ﬁeld in
the LJJ induced by the FM with out-of-plane magnetization
can be compensated by out-of-plane applied magnetic ﬁeld.
Dynamics of the LJJ of the length L is described comprehensively by one-dimensional perturbed sine-Gordon
equation for the Josephson phase difference j (see for
example [56])
bjxxt + jxx - jtt - aJ jt - sin j + gJ - hx = 0

where timescale t is unitless and is reduced with
(1 + a2F ) (g0 Ms ), g0 is the gyromagnetic ratio, Ms is the
saturation magnetization of a simulated ferromagnet, aF is the

Gilbert damping constant. Inequation (3) both m and h eff are
reduced
normalized by Ms. Field h eff typically includes

,
reduced
ﬁeld
exchange ﬁeld of local macrospin
interaction
h
e


anisotropy
ﬁeld
of magnetostatic interaction hd , reduced
ha

and reduced applied magnetic ﬁeld h :





h eff = h + he + ha + hd .
(4 )
Since the soliton in the LJJ is the only source of external
magnetic ﬁeld for the FM, h y = h J = HJ Ms . Nonuniform
magnetization of the FM, induced by the moving soliton,
provides the magnetostatic ﬁeld HyF in the LJJ, which
enters the sine-Gordon equation (1) via the derivative
hx = dHyF dx (lJ Jc ) dF dJ and via the boundary conditions
h∣x = 0, L = -HyF ∣x = 0, L (lJ Jc ) dF dJ (equation (2)).
Therefore, mutual coupling of the LJJ and the FM is
realized via magnetostatic ﬁeld induced by the FM (HyF) and
via magnetic ﬁeld of soliton (H J). These ﬁelds are mutually
scaled with the dF dJ factor and are considered to be uniform
along the y- and z-axis (ﬁgure 1). The coupled LJJ/FM system is self-consistent. For simulation the entire system of
equations (equations (1)–(4)) is solved simultaneously. We
employ a Crank–Nicolson numerical scheme for LJJ simulation (equations (1) and (2) and incorporated second-order
Runge–Kutta numerical scheme for the FM (equations (3) and
(4)). Standard Newman
boundary conditions are employed

for exchange ﬁeld he and standard demagnetizing tensor [61]
is employed for hd with fast Fourier transform. At each current step gJ the system of equations is solved until the
convergence is reached for LJJ solution. A leap-frog scheme
is used when solutions for LJJ and FM at previous current
step are employed as initial conditions at next current step.

(1 )

with corresponding boundary conditions [29, 57, 58]
jx∣x= 0 + bjxt ∣x= 0 = H ext∣x= 0 Jc lJ = - h∣x= 0 ,
jx∣x= L + bjxt ∣x= L = H ext∣x= L Jc lJ = - h∣x= L .

(2 )

In equations (1) and (2) units are normalized by the
Josephson penetration depth ( x  x lJ ) and by the
Josephson plasma frequency (t  twJ ), where lJ =
and wJ =

2ptox Jc
F0 e0 e

F0
2pm0 Jc dJ

, m0 is the vacuum permeability, Jc is the

critical current density, dJ = 2lL + tox is the magnetic
thickness of the junction, tox is the thickness of the tunnel
barrier, lL is the London penetration depth, e0 is the vacuum
permittivity and ε is the permittivity of tunnel barrier. In
equation (1), b = wJ L ind R is the surface loss parameter
and aJ = G wJ C is the dissipation coefﬁcient, L ind = m0 dJ
is the surface inductance along the LJJ per unit area, R is
the surface resistance along the LJJ per unit area, G is the
effective shunt quasi-particle conductance across the barrier,
3
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It is important to note that a range of typical time scales
in JJ t ~ w-J 1 ~ 2 ´ 10-12–1 ´ 10-11 s matches the range of
typical time scale in FM materials t ~ (g0 ´ Ms )-1 ~ 5 ´
10-12–3 ´ 10-11 s. This correlation makes coupling of the
LJJ with the FM layer and its numerical representation
realizable.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. High quality SIS LJJ coupled to the FM with ultra-high
out-of-plane anisotropy

First, we wish to consider the hybrid device based on a stateof-the-art Nb/AlOx/Nb SIS JJ [54, 55] with the following
properties, attainable at low temperature <1 K: the critical
current density Jc = 4 ´ 107 A m−2, the permittivity of AlOx
tunnel barrier e  10, the thickness of the barrier tox ~ 1 nm ,
the London penetration depth lL  5 ´ 10-8 m, the dissipation coefﬁcient aJ = 0.01, the surface loss parameter
b = 0.002  aJ . These parameters provide the Josephson
penetration depth lJ ~ 8 μm, the Josephson frequency
wJ ~ 1.12 ´ 1012 Hz and the Swihart velocity c̄ = 107
m s−1. The Swihart velocity determines the limiting AC frequency of soliton ﬁeld fZFS = 250 GHz for a 20μm junction
[55]. Thus, the FM should have natural fFMR of the order of
100GHz for synchronization with the soliton.
To our best knowledge, the highest values of magnetocrystalline anisotropy and of corresponding natural fFMR are
observed in chemically ordered thin ﬁlms with out-of-plane
anisotropy. In particular, chemically ordered equiatomic FePt
thin ﬁlms with L10 crystal structure exhibit the uniaxial
magnetic anisotropy constant Ku = 106 - 107 J m−3 and
moderate saturation magnetization Ms = 11.25 ´ 10 5 A m−1
[48, 62–65]. Together with high corrosion resistance, these
properties have already made FePt ﬁlms applicable for the
perpendicular magnetic recording media with the recording
density exceeding 1 TBit/in 2 [66]. On the other hand, a very
high coercivity, exceeding 10 T [67], and the corresponding
high magnetic energy product provide new possibilities for
the applications of FePt, such as microelectromechanical
systems [68], ultra-strong permanent magnets [69] or FMsuperconducting heterostructures [70].
We consider FePt thin ﬁlm with the following parameters
for incorporation with the Nb/AlOx/Nb SIS junction: the
thickness dF = 100 nm dJ , the width W = 1.5 μm, equal to
the LJJ width, the magneto-crystalline anisotropy Ku = 5 ´
106 J m−3, the Gilbert damping aF = 0.02, the exchange
constant A = 1011 J m−1. High Ku provides anisotropy ﬁeld
Ha = 2Ku m0 Ms  7 ´ 106 A m−1 and natural resonance
frequency fFMR = 207 GHz, according to the Kittel formula
fFMR = g0 2p (H - Ms + Ha ), valid for a thin ﬁlm with outof-plane easy magnetization axis in out-of-plane magnetic
ﬁeld H [71]. The sub-THz FMR frequency of FePt was
conﬁrmed recently using so-called optical FMR [72]. The
resonant length of this LJJ/FM hybrid is L res = c¯ 2fFMR =
21.5 μm. For calculations the FM layer is meshed with
DxF ´ DyF ´ DzF = 0.2 ´ 0.5 ´ dF μm3 cells and the
ﬁnite difference DJ = DyF is used for the LJJ.

Figure 2. Coupling of the soliton with the FM at the fundamental

harmonic. (a) Current–voltage characteristics in reduced units for
Nb/AlOx/Nb LJJ coupled to L10-FePt layer. Dashed lines of
corresponding color indicate asymptotic I–V characteristics of LJJ
with no FM according to equation (5). Dash–dot line indicates
voltage where fJ = fFMR . (b) Amplitude of magnetization precession
in the FM layer.

Figure 2(a) shows I–V characteristics of devices of different length varied near the Lres. These current–voltage
characteristics are reversible. Asymptotic I–Vs for the LJJ in
absence of the FM are also shown with dashed lines.
Asymptotic I–V curves are calculated using the following
unitless expression [73]
v=

V 2p
v¯ l
= 2p J =
F0 w J
c¯ L

2p l
1 + (4aJ (pgJ))2

(5 )

with l = L lJ . The equation (5) also corresponds to the
velocity of the soliton in LJJ v¯ = vcl
¯ 2p and is valid
at gJ  aJ .
Simulations of the hybrid operation show that, in general,
the coupling of the shuttling soliton to the FM induces a
precession of the magnetic moment in the form of a synchronized magnetostatic standing wave of half wavelength
(lF 2) with the nodes located at the edges of the device. The
dependence of amplitudes of the standing wave on the
recorded voltage (m ymax (v )) are shown in ﬁgure 2(b). Simulations show a rigid dependence of the response on the length
of the device as follows. For L < 0.9L res a coupling start to
take place at high γ, and the AC soliton ﬁeld produces precession of magnetization in FM of a ﬁnite amplitude. Interaction of the soliton with the FM slows the soliton down and
causes the deviation of the I–Vs from the asymptotes. Upon
decreasing the current the soliton widens. At g  0.04 the
size of the soliton solution becomes comparable with the
length of LJJ L, and the ZFS mode is no longer maintained
(the transition to the zero voltage mode is indicated by the
4
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Figure 4. Snapshots of magnetostatic standing waves my(x) in L10FePt FM layer at resonant coupling with Nb/AlOx/Nb LJJ.

fFMR = nfJ and the following one at fFMR = (n + 1) fJ . From
n=2 up to n=5 modes are observed. At that, the wavelength
of magnetostatic standing wave also corresponds to the harmonic, i.e., nlF 2 = L . This result is of particular importance,
since it denotes that exact matching of LJJ length to Lres is not
necessary, the resonant synchronization will securely be
observed for any L > 1.5L res.
The physics shown in ﬁgures 2 and 3 is quite easy to
interpret using both energy and dynamic consideration.
Energy consideration imply absorption of LJJ energy ~IV by
the FM at FMR. Dynamic considerations imply deceleration
of the soliton propagation due to continuous experience of the
attraction to the closest antinode position of the synchronized
magnetostatic standing wave. A snapshots of magnetostatic
standing waves my(x) of maximum amplitude for each mode n
observed in ﬁgures 2and 3 are demonstrated in ﬁgure 4.
It is worth to estimate magnetostatic ﬁelds which provide
the coupling. The soliton ﬁeld can be simply estimated as
HJ ~ F0 (lJ lL ) » 50 Oe. The y-component of magnetoy
static ﬁeld produced by the FM is HyF  m max
Ny Ms » 1.5
y
3
Oe, where m max  2 ´ 10 (ﬁgure 4), Ny is an y-component
demagnetizing factor [74, 75]. The zero-ﬁeld mode is maintained since HF  HJ .

Figure 3. Coupling of the soliton with the FM at higher harmonics.

(a) Current–voltage characteristics in reduced units for Nb/AlOx/Nb
LJJ coupled to L10-FePt layer. Dashed lines of corresponding color
indicate asymptotic I–V characteristics of LJJ with no FM according
to equation (5). Dash–dot lines with number n indicate voltage
where nfJ = fFMR . (b) Amplitude of magnetization precession in the
FM layer.

arrows in ﬁgure 2(a)). The resonant synchronization does not
occur for these lengths since at fJ = fFMR the ZFS mode is
not maintained. For L = 0.9L res and L = 0.95L res values of
fZFS and fFMR are closer and resonant synchronization emerges indicated by additional constant voltage step on I–Vs at
v = 2.35 and corresponding maximum of m ymax (v ). Since the
additional step manifests the FMR, the voltage V of the step
corresponds directly to the frequency of the FMR as
fFMR = V 2F0 . Step features on I–V curves remind Fiske
steps, originated from coupling of ﬂuxons with a plasma wave
that they generate during their propagation. Origin of steps in
LJJ/FM hybrid is phenomenologically similar and results
from coupling of propagating soliton with resonating magnetostatic wave that it generates. We emphasize that the
coupling mechanism in the hybrid is essentially similar to one
discussed for soliton dynamics in circular junction in external
magnetic ﬁeld [41–46]. For L > L res synchronization also
takes place and the precessing magnetization provides additional strong damping visible as a deviation from I–V
asymptotes. However, resonant synchronization does not
occur and resonant steps are not observed since fZFS < fFMR .
Figure 2 illustrates a coupling the soliton to the FM at the
fundamental harmonic, i.e., at fJ = fFMR . Since the soliton AC
magnetic ﬁeld is periodic and nonsinusoidal, the coupling with
higher nth harmonics is also expected, i.e. at nfJ = fFMR . In
order to explore it, the length of the device should be increased.
Figure 3(a) shows I–V characteristics of the device of different
length L varied from 1.5L res to 3.3L res. Except for the
L = 1.5L res all the I–Vs (ﬁgure 3(a)) and m ymax (v ) (ﬁgure 3(b))
curves continuously indicate two resonant modes: the one at

3.2. SIS LJJ with low Swichard velocity coupled to the FM with
in-plane anisotropy

Now we consider a different FM with high natural FMR
frequency and strong in-plane magnetic anisotropy (i.e.,

magnetization m is aligned along x-direction in ﬁgure 1), and
select a LJJ with appropriate properties for resonant coupling.
One of the highest natural fFMR ~ 10 GHz for FM with inplane magnetic anisotropy was reported recently in [76],
where a unique needle micro-structure of 40nm thick CoFeB
was obtained due to self-shadowing effect during ﬁlm
deposition at 70◦ of oblique angle. Resulting high value of
natural fFMR of CoFeB is justiﬁed by both high saturation
magnetization Ms = 14.75 ´ 10 5 A m−1 and anisotropy ﬁeld
Ha = 4.85 ´ 10 4 A m−1. Since the comfortable length of the
device for both fabrication and numerical investigation ranges
within ~10–100 μm, the LJJ should have an exceptionally
5
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low Swihart velocity c̄ = 2LfFMR ~ 2 ´ 10 5 - 106 m s−1 to
be coupled with CoFeB.
In general, the Swihart velocity c̄ = lJ wJ = tox e0 em0 dJ
is determined by the thickness and the permittivity of the tunnel
barrier, as well as by the magnetic thickness. LJJs based on
NbOx with e ~ 40 can be considered since its permittivity
e ~ 40 reduces c̄ by factor of 2 as compared to AlOx based
junctions of the same geometry and magnetic thickness. Quite a
number of works is available on Nb/NbOx/Nb and Nb/NbOx/
Pb junctions (see for example [77, 78] and [79, 80], respectively). Yet, in these works junctions with high c̄ ~ 107 m s–1
are reported probably due to technologically limited large
thickness tox of the barrier. On the other hand c̄ is reduced
signiﬁcantly for the LJJ with thin tunnel barrier tox and/or
for the LJJ with electrodes of large lL . Our attention was drawn
to [81] where authors have reported fabrication of the MgB2/
AlN/NbN Josephson tunnel junction. Sub-nm thickness of
the tunnel barrier tox ~ 0.14 nm and large average London
penetration depth of the electrodes lL = (lL (MgB2 ) +
lL (NbN)) 2–100 nm provide the c̄  2 ´ 106 m s–1.
Therefore, we consider MgB2/AlN/NbN SIS junction
with the following properties [81] to be coupled to the CoFeB
FM: the critical current density Jc = 1 ´ 107A m–1, the
permittivity of AlN tunnel barrier e  10 , the thickness of the
barrier tox  0.14 nm , average London penetration depth
lL  10-7 m, the dissipation coefﬁcient aJ = 0.01, the surface
loss parameter b = 0.002  aJ . These parameters provide the
Josephson penetration depth lJ  11.4 μm, the Josephson
frequency wJ  2.19 ´ 1011 Hz, and the Swihart velocity
c̄ = 2.5 ´ 106 m s–1. Low c̄ is justiﬁed by the reduced wJ .
For successful coupling several following issues need to
be addressed. According to the Kittel formula for in-plane
geometry [48] fFMR = g0 2p (H + Ha + Ms )(H + Ha ) .
Natural FMR frequency of 10GHz requires the resonant
length L res = c¯ 2fFMR ~ 100 μm. However, for accurate
derivation of the natural FMR we also need to take into
account the effective ﬁeld of shape anisotropy. The shape
anisotropy of a bar-shaped FM of length L, width W and
thickness dF [74, 75, 82, 83] provides additional anisotropy
ﬁeld
HSA Ms  dF ( 4L2 + W 2 - W ) (pLW ) = 0.017,
which is comparable with the growth induced anisotropy ﬁeld
Ha Ms = 0.033. Also we should note that our original
attempts for LJJ/FM simulation failed. Strong coupling and
in-plane geometry enables high amplitude of magnetization
precession (m ymax Ms ) and consequently strong magnetostatic
ﬁeld HyF in the LJJ, which breaks the ZFS mode. Therefore
we have to suppress the inductive coupling. In order to keep
computational integrity we consider a nonmagnetic layer of
thickness dn distributed above and below the FM as shown in
ﬁgure 5. The nonmagnetic layer allows the magnetic ﬂux of
the soliton to be redistributed and the magnetic ﬁeld in FM to
be reduced accordingly (HJ dJ (dF + dd )). Smaller AC ﬁeld
induces precession of magnetic moment in FM with lower
mmax
and consequently reduces the magnetostatic ﬁeld HyF in
y
LJJ. We found that dd = 5dF = 200 nm is sufﬁcient to
maintain the ZFS mode. Finally we apply small magnetic
ﬁeld along the device to compensate the negative stray ﬁeld
HxF Ms produced by the magnetized FM in the LJJ. The

Figure 5. A schematic crossection of the hybrid device with in-plane

magnetization orientation and reduced inductive coupling. Ferromagnetic layer of thickness dF (shown in orange) is placed between
two nonmagnetic layers of total thickness dn and in close proximity
to the Josephson tunnel layer (shown in black).

Figure 6. Coupling of the soliton with the FM. (a) Current–voltage

characteristics in reduced units for MgB2/AlN/NbN LJJ coupled to
CoFeB layer. Dashed lines of corresponding color indicate
asymptotic I–V characteristics of LJJ with no FM according to
equation (5). Dash–dot lines with number n indicate voltage where
nfJ = fFMR . (b) Amplitude of magnetization precession in the FM
layer.

typical compensating applied magnetic ﬁeld h = -HxF Ms 
0.002. All ﬁeld contributions (HSA, Ha and HxF ) provide the
FMR frequency fFMR  13 GHz and the resonant length
L res = c¯ 2fFMR  96 μm. For calculations the FM layer is
meshed with DxF ´ DyF ´ DzF = 0.4 ´ 0.5 ´ dF μm3
cells and the ﬁnite difference DJ = DyF is used for the LJJ.
Figure 6 shows I–V and m ymax (v ) characteristics of hybrid
devices of several selected lengths. Asymptotic I–Vs for LJJ
in absence of the FM (equation (5)) are also shown with
dashed lines. A snapshots of magnetostatic standing waves
my(x) distribution of maximum amplitude for each mode
observed are demonstrated in ﬁgure 7.
Qualitatively, the behavior of CoFeB-based LJJ/FM
repeats one of FePt-based LJJ/FM device. The major difference is by the order of magnitude higher amplitude of
of CoFeB, despite the reducmagnetization precession mmax
y
tion of coupling by thick nonmagnetic layer. Large amplitude
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